Our delivery program at a glance

- **Launderable garments**
  Coats, overalls, hoods, face masks, under garments, shoe covers
- **One-way / disposable garments**
  Coats, overalls, hoods, face masks, gloves, over boots, sleeve covers, aprons, beard masks
- **Automatic shoe cover dispenser**
  For disposable shoe covers
- **Antistatic shoes for men and women**
  Also shoes with gaiters, PU clogs
- **Cleanroom gloves**
  Polyurethane, nylon, polyester, cotton, leather, latex, nitrile, vinyl, acid resistant, heat resistant, antistatic etc.
- **Finger cots**
  Antistatic, conductive, nature, latex, nitrile
- **Sterile products**
  Overalls, coats, hoods, face masks, gloves, wipers, pen, marker, disinfectant
- **Care / hygiene products**
  Skin balm, wash lotion, disinfectant cleaner
- **Dispensers**
  For cleanroom wipers, hoods, gloves, finger cots etc.
- **Tacky mats and washable mats**
  Permanent mats, sticky mats with removable adhesive foils, also antibacterial mats available
- **Wipers**
  Nylon, polyester, cellulose, polypropylene, microfiber, ESD wiper
- **Swabs**
  Antistatic, PU-foam tip, cotton – broad range of different sizes and materials
- **Cleaning equipment / cleaner**
  Cleaning rolls, equipment for wet and dry cleaning
- **Vacuum cleaners**
  Wet and dry
- **Cleanroom paper**
  Different colours and sizes, copying paper, tack memos, notice paper etc.
- **Wafer-, SMD- and precision tweezers**
  Various models, also probes and hooks
- **Particle counters**
  Floor-mounted appliance and mobile inspection
- **ESD products**
  Mouse pad, wrist strap, ESD-box, bin, waste bags
- **Seats and swivel stool**
- **Stainless steel dust bins**
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